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Abstract
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is now
widely integrated into web and mobile applications,
enabling natural interactions between human and
computers. Although many NLP studies have been
published, none have comprehensively reviewed or
synthesized tasks most commonly addressed in NLP
research. We conduct a thorough review of IS
literature to assess the current state of NLP research,
and identify 12 prototypical tasks that are widely
researched. Our analysis of 238 articles in
Information Systems (IS) journals between 2004 and
2015 shows an increasing trend in NLP research,
especially since 2011. Based on our analysis, we
propose a roadmap for NLP research, and detail how
it may be useful to guide future NLP research in IS.
In addition, we employ Association Rules (AR)
mining for data analysis to investigate co-occurrence
of prototypical tasks and discuss insights from the
findings.

1. Introduction
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is an
interdisciplinary field of computer science, artificial
intelligence, and linguistics that explores how
computers can be used to understand and manipulate
natural language text or speech. Although NLP is
considered as a maturing academic research area with
its own cumulative history since 1950s [1], it has
mostly remained as an area of research within the
computational linguistic domain. Traditionally, most
NLP related research were conducted at universities
and funded research institutions. However, the
vastness of textual data through electronic
communication systems, social media, and World
Wide Web combined with the need for quick access
to specific and comprehensive information has driven
the advancement and commercial adoption of NLP in
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recent years. Nowadays, NLP is widely integrated
with web and mobile applications, enabling natural
interactions between human and computers. It has
matured to the point where spoken language is
portrayed as the next human-computer interface [2].
As a discipline, Information Systems (IS)
research investigates the complementary sides of
technology and social science. Although NLP is often
a sub-system integrated with an application, its
growing presence surely cannot be ignored. In IS,
NLP research generally concerns the refinement and
application of NLP techniques to solve real-world
problems [3], such as creating spoken dialogue
systems [4], speech-to-speech translation engines [5],
mining social media [6] for individual information
analysis, or identifying sentiment toward products
and services [7]. However, researchers in IS have yet
to establish NLP as a mainstream research area. A
comprehensive review of IS NLP scholarship is thus
desired to understand what role IS plays in the overall
NLP landscapes and how NLP research fits within
the overall IS research agenda.
In this paper, we first conduct a thorough review
of IS literature to assess the current state of NLP
research. The initial assessment indicates that most
research has thus far focused on building and
evaluating design artifacts to solve NLP-related
problems. We synthesize 12 prototypical NLP tasks
based on the in-depth analysis of NLP literature, and
propose a roadmap for IS NLP research. Guided by
the roadmap, we analyze 238 NLP articles published
in IS journals between 2004 and 2015. We then apply
association rules (AR) mining to gain additional
insights on the interplay between different
prototypical tasks commonly used in NLP
applications. The contribution of this research is
threefold. First, based on an in-depth review of
literature, we identify and categorize 12 prototypical
NLP tasks that are widely researched. Although
published research individually contributes to
exploring one or more NLP tasks and related
techniques, none have comprehensively reviewed or
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synthesized tasks most commonly addressed in NLP
research. Our synthesis would thus benefit
researchers and practitioners interested in NLP.
Second, we propose a roadmap for NLP research in
IS by emphasizing its design science orientation. We
describe how NLP research may be conducted using
the roadmap. Third, based on our analysis, we
highlight that, although NLP is recognized as a
significant area of IS research, the lack of behavioral
research in this important domain remains to be
addressed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We
first provide a background on NLP (section 2),
followed by the initial assessment of NLP research in
IS (section 3). We propose a roadmap to guide NLP
research in IS (section 4), following which we
analyze data and summarize findings (section 5). We
conclude by highlighting key considerations for
future research (section 6).

2. Background
Natural language (NL) refers to any human
written or spoken language that has evolved naturally
for human communication. The interaction between
computers and human generally comprises two
branches of activities: NL understanding and NL
generation. NL understanding concerns the
computational process of transferring natural
language collected from human to a machine
understandable format. NL generation focuses on
computer systems that can produce understandable
texts in human language. While NL understanding
and NL generations share similar theoretical
foundations and are used together in many real world
applications, the internal process of these two
activities are quite different [8]. Essentially, NL
understanding is the process of mapping human
language into computational representation (i.e.,
given some NL inputs, how to choose an appropriate
interpretation among multiple possible ones), and NL
generation is the process of mapping computational
representation into human language (i.e., given the
different means to achieve the desired NL outputs,
how to decide which one to use) [8].
Both NL understanding and NL generation are
concerned with computational models of language,
which requires essential linguistic understanding of
all aspects of language [9], including words and
parsing, parts of speech (POS) and morphology
(word formation), phrases (word order) and
grammars, lexical and sentence semantics, syntactic
or semantic ambiguities, phrase structure, etc. NLP
research has evolved from empirical-based

approaches (i.e. based on the physical symbol system
hypothesis) to statistic-based, where quantitative
approaches, such as machine learning algorithms, are
adopted to facilitate automated language processing.
Examples of machine learning algorithms that have
been applied in NLP research include genetic
algorithm (GA) [10], Naive Bayes [11], decision tree
(DT), support vector machine (SVM) [12], hidden
Markov model (HMM) [13], entropy model [14], etc.
Once NL is processed into machine-readable
formats, various tasks can be carried, such as
information extraction [15, 16] and spoken language
processing [17]. While it is not practical to list an
exhaustive set of NLP-related tasks, based on a
thorough review of literature, we synthesize 12
prototypical NLP tasks: text classification or
categorization (TC), information extraction (IE) and
information retrieval (IR), semantic annotation, text
summarization (TS), machine translation (MT),
corpus analysis, text generation, sentimental analysis
or opinion mining, NL inference (NLI), grammatical
text analysis, word sense disambiguation (WSD), and
speech recognition.
As an applied discipline, NLP research in IS often
seeks to solve real world problems by applying
existing NLP-related algorithms and tasks [3]. The
research output may include several design artifacts
implementing one or more prototypical task and/or
algorithms. For example, Valencia-Garcia et al. [18]
designed a system to translate surgeon’s natural
language into robot-executive commands by
integrating
speech
recognition,
information
extraction, semantic annotation, and inference tasks.

3. Initial Assessment of NLP Research
To understand the current state of NLP research
in IS, we conducted a three step assessment of NLP
literature. First, to create a complete NLP literature
corpus, we followed Webster and Watson [19] to
search scholarly databases using terms such as
“Natural Language Processing,” and “NLP” in title,
abstract, or keywords in IS journals from 2004 to
2015. Databases searched included EBSCOHost’s
Academic Search Complete and Business Source
Complete, all databases within Proquest (e.g.,
ABI/INFORM Complete), and all databases within
PsycNet (e.g., PsycINFO). We then reviewed every
retrieved article to make sure they were NLP related
publications. Our search identified 238 journal
articles for further analysis. The initial assessment of
retrieved literature shows an increasing trend in NLP
research, especially since 2011(Figure 1).
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science with subcategories of artifact types and
evaluation methods. Given the growing prominence
of design science research in IS, its inclusion as an
important research methodology is critical. Thus, an
update to Palvia et al. [20] categorization to include
design science is highly warranted.
Table 1: Summary of keyword frequency
in NLP literature
Rank

Keyword

Freq.

%

Figure 1. Count of articles by year

1

Ontology

19

7.95%

Second, to determine how NLP research fits
within IS, we conducted a detailed assessment of
methodologies commonly used in NLP research by
comparing 12 methodologies in use and applicable to
MIS research compiled by Palvia et al. [20]. Our
review identified some article employing one or more
methodologies. In such cases, we coded each article
up to four methodologies. The initial coding result
shows that the top four methodologies that most
commonly appear in NLP research are framework or
model or method or instantiation (88.66%),
laboratory experiment (84.87%), secondary data
(21.43%) and library research (7.14%). The
remaining eight methodologies account for less than
5% of published NLP literature, four of which (i.e.,
interview, field study, qualitative research, and field
experiment) did not appear in any NLP literature.
Surprisingly, Palvia et al. [20] did not include
design science research in their categorization,
whereas our NLP literature corpus is dominated by
design science articles. Design science research
commonly includes the representation of design
artifacts (e.g., framework, model, or instantiation)
and the evaluation of artifacts (e.g., experiment,
questionnaire). In our in-depth review, we therefore
coded each design science article based on its design
artifact and its evaluation method. However, in many
instances, this approach posed a problem during our
coding process. For example, Leopold et al. [21]
designed an NLP-based method to automatically
detect naming convention violations, and instantiated
the method into a java-based prototype system. To
demonstrate the utilities of the designed method, an
experimental environment was set up where
document collections were analyzed using both the
prototype system and manual inspection benchmark.
While this research is clearly a design science
research, it does not directly fit any categories
proposed by Palvia et al. [20]. We therefore coded
the study into two categories, “frameworks or models
or method or instantiation” per its design artifact, and
“laboratory experiment” per its evaluation. Ideally,
this study should have been categorized as design

2

Information retrieval

16

6.69%

3

Text mining

15

6.28%

4

Information extraction

11

4.60%

5

Machine learning

10

4.18%

6

Sentiment analysis

9

3.77%

7

Algorithms

9

3.77%

8

Opinion mining

7

2.93%

9

Knowledge acquisition

7

2.93%

10

Question answering

6

2.51%

11

Artificial intelligence

6

2.51%

12

Experimentation

5

2.09%

13

Named entity recognition

5

2.09%

14

Data mining

5

2.09%

15

Word sense disambiguation

5

2.09%

Third, we analyzed keyword frequencies in our
document corpus, assuming that keywords in a
journal article would highlight important NLP topics
studied in the given research. NLP related tasks are
an integral part of NLP applications that process
spoken language and text. Identifying common NLP
tasks in IS research can provide us a good
understanding of the NLP research landscape. Table
1 ranks frequencies of each keyword and its
percentage in total keywords. The keyword that
appears most frequently is “ontology”, which is a
formal specification of a shared conceptualization
[22], and the building block for inference techniques
based on semantic web technologies. A closer look at
related literature shows other ontology-related tasks
such as NL inference [23] or semantic annotation
[24]. This highlights popularity in research that
integrates advanced and powerful NLP techniques
with ontology-based machine readable domain
vocabulary. Other frequently appearing keywords
such as “information retrieval,” “information
extraction,” “sentiment analysis”, “opinion mining”,
“word sense disambiguation”, are all representative
of prototypical NLP task we synthesized.
Additionally, three closely related keywords, “text
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mining”, “machine learning”, and “data mining”,
together represent one of the most important
application areas of NLP, i.e., the process of
extracting interesting and non-trivial patterns from
unstructured text documents. Almost all text mining
research in our literature corpus involved the use of
NLP methods and techniques. NLP research in IS
journals also cover conventional application areas
such as “knowledge acquisition” and “artificial
intelligence”. The increasing discussion of
“algorithms” and “experimentation” indicates that
NLP research is gaining maturity and credence
among IS researchers.

4. Roadmap for NLP research in IS
Based on above discussion, it is evident that
existing frameworks for reviewing IS literature do
not fit the NLP research scheme, which is dominated
by design science. Hevner et al. [25] proposed a
conceptual framework for understanding, executing,
and evaluating design science research in IS.
Additionally, Hevner [26] presented three closely
related cycles of activities as an embodiment of
design science research. Relevance cycle is the
gathering of requirements from the environment;

design cycle is the building and evaluating of design
artifacts and design process; and rigor cycle is the
grounding of design efforts in the knowledge base
and contributing to broaden the knowledge base. In
this research, we align with Hevner et al. [25] and
Hevner [26], and propose a roadmap for NLP related
design science research in IS as shown in Figure 2.
The road map includes three levels: lexical sources,
IS research and knowledge base. The dotted lines
connect two or more prototypical NLP tasks with real
world artifacts. Below, we describe each level and
illustrate how three levels interact with each other
when conducting NLP research in IS.
Lexical sources are an integration of all aspects
of language [9], including words and parsing, POS
and morphology, sentences and phrases, grammar,
and semantics, etc. It provides the environment for
NLP and represents the problem space of NLP
research. Lexical sources function in the relevance
cycle delimiting the scope of NLP research in IS. As
the foundation of NLP, lexical sources serve at the
lowest
level.
Basic
linguistic
processing
(tokenization, POS tagging, co-reference resolution,
syntactic parsing, etc.) is often required to prepare the
lexical sources for analysis.
Knowledge base is the foundational body of

Figure 2: Roadmap for NLP research in IS
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knowledge and methodologies that provides the raw
material from and through which IS research in
design science may be accomplished [25]. In Figure
2, the knowledge base is represented at the top
illustrating its function of providing “foundational
theories, frameworks, instruments, constructs,
models, methods, and instantiations used in the
develop/build phase” [25] for NLP research. The
knowledge base for NLP research serves in the rigor
circle, and assists the selection and application of
appropriate methods, techniques, and theories in the
construction and evaluation of NLP artifacts. Based
on our extensive literature review, we categorize
NLP research in IS into two areas namely, practice
generated and discipline generated. Practice
generated research investigates NLP design artifact
(algorithms, methods, NLP-based systems, etc.) and
their impact on human agency. For example,
Demirtas et al. [27] contribute to the practice
generated research by investigating and proposing
two methods of automatic categorization and
summarization of documentaries using subtitles of
videos. Discipline based research is the
understanding and abstracting from phenomena of
interest and the artifact. For example, Arazy and Woo
[28] provided the preliminary evidence for the
usefulness of NLP techniques for IR by investigating
the effect of three key parameters (i.e., directionality,
distance, and weighting) on collocation indexing
performance.
NLP-related design science research in IS, in
the middle level of Figure 2, focus on three
dimensions, namely algorithms, prototypical NLP
tasks, and real world artifacts. Both lexical sources
and IS knowledge base serve as research inputs.
Research outputs contribute back to the knowledge
base and/or lexical sources. Based on our literature
review, we propose three inter-related dimensions to
NLP-related design science research in IS.
Dimension 1: Algorithms
Algorithms have received considerable attention
from scholars in NLP research. NLP related
algorithms can be divided into two groups: rule-based
and statistics-based. The former emphasizes rules that
are abstracted and inducted from the characteristics
of language, while the latter focuses on the use of
statistical methods to analyze large scale of corpora.
The adoption of statistical NLP methods and machine
learning algorithms may lead to purposeful design
artifacts that benefit from NL understanding,
generation, and utility. For example, machine
learning algorithms, such as GA, SVM, and HMM
are now widely employed to implement many
prototypical NLP tasks (e.g., computer assisted text
generation using IE and IR techniques [29],

classification of sentiment [30]). Advancements in
algorithms and computational methods may also
facilitate better performance of specific NLP tasks
(e.g., speech recognition [31]).
Dimension 2: Prototypical tasks
In NLP research, a design artifact targeting a real
world problem may combine several prototypical
tasks. Bird et al. [32] provided an explicit description
of three prototypical tasks (i.e. text classification, IE,
and grammar-based analysis). Mills and Bourbakis
[33] surveyed graph-based techniques for NLP tasks
such as classification, semantic similarity analysis,
and IE. Similarly, Montoyo et al. [34] surveyed
sentiment analysis, and Karimi et al. [35] explored
the state of art of machine translation. From the
perspective of machine learning, Wong et al. [36]
analyzed ontology based reasoning and inference.
Although these studies individually contribute to
exploring one or more NLP tasks and related
techniques, none have comprehensively reviewed or
synthesized the tasks most commonly addressed in
NLP research. Through our analysis of the literature,
we identify and categorize 12 prototypical NLP tasks
(section 2) that are widely researched.
Dimension 3: Real world artifacts
Design research in IS targets the development of
purposeful artifacts targeting unsolved real world
problems [37, 25]. Correspondingly, the evaluation of
artifact for its functionality, completeness,
consistency, accuracy, performance, reliability,
usability and fit are integral to design science
research. Since NLP research leans strongly towards
design science (section 2) and address important real
world issues, it is imperative that NLP artifacts are
evaluated appropriately. The implementation of a
NLP artifact designed to solve a real world problem
often combines multiple prototypical tasks. For
instance, to address the challenge of classifying
twitter messages into topics, Vilares et al. [38]
presents a framework that includes a linguistic
knowledge extractor (IE) and a topic classifier (text
classification). For IS researchers, this demonstrates
how NLP algorithms may be applied to NLP tasks in
the development of real world applications.

5. Data Analysis and Findings
Guided by the proposed Roadmap, we coded all
articles into three dimensions (i.e., algorithms,
prototypical NLP tasks, and real world artifacts). We
then analyzed these articles based on coding results
and synthesized observations that NLP researchers
and practitioners may benefit from.
214 of the 238 articles cover one or more
prototypical tasks described in section 2, most of
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which utilize one or more basic NLP algorithms. For
example, Arazy and Woo [28] attempted to enhance
information retrieval by applying standard vector
space model to calculate text collocation indexes.
Yazdani and Popescu-Belis [39] proposed a method
for computing semantic relatedness and applied the
method to tasks of semantic annotation, IR, and text
classification. Their method improves upon graphbased random work algorithms for NLP problems.
Similarly, a new approach for multi-document
summarization [40] utilizes hierarchical Bayesian
models. Some studies used multiple prototypical
tasks to solve real world problems. For example,
Wierzbicki et al. [41] used sentiment analysis and TC
to improve the computational trust representation in
existing trust management systems. Valencia-Garcia
et al. [18] presented an intelligent framework for
simulating robot-assisted surgical operations that
employed semantic annotation and inference for
simulating surgical operation.

Figure 3. Prototypical tasks commonly
studied in NLP research
Among the 24 articles that did not fit one of the
NLP tasks, two articles focused on the improvement
of NLP-related algorithms: first is a semi-supervised
learning algorithm that combined co-training with
active learning [42], and the second is an improved
conditional random field model for NLP sequential
data
modeling
that
incorporated
temporal
dependencies between variables. Two articles
surveyed existing NLP-related algorithms (Mills and
Bourbakis [33] surveyed graph-based methods, Al‐
Shawakfa et al. [43] compared Arabic root finding
algorithms). The rest 20 articles focused on real
world NLP-related applications, though no
prototypical tasks were explicitly represented. For
example, Rus et al. [44] reported advances in
intelligent tutoring systems with conversational

dialogue, where each system could employ many
complex NLP related tasks but not explicitly stated.
The radar chart in Figure 3 illustrates the
frequency (actual number of articles) with which the
12 prototypical tasks appear in our literature corpus.
It can be seen that tasks such as “IE and IR” and
“semantic annotation” have received the most
attention, which we discuss in detail below.
The popularity of IE and IR research lies in the
exponential growths of unstructured data on the Web
and the ubiquity of NLP and machine learning. IE is
a process to extract specific information (including
entities, relationships, events, etc.) from natural
language text [45]. The abstracted data then can be
processed and stored into structured form for future
analysis. IE usually requires heavy NLP and semantic
inference. IR is a deeper field that involves NLP,
statistics, artificial intelligence (AI), and data science,
where mathematical models are applied to the text
corpora to discover patterns in the data and retrieve
the information needed [25]. While IR evolved from
searching different form of computerized content, a
principle driver of modern IR innovations has been
the explosion of information published from tens of
millions of content creators on the World Wide Web.
It compels to better annotate and analyze billions of
web pages so users can quickly search for
information that is both relevant and comprehensive
to their needs [46]. Generally, IE and IR are not
clearly separable. For example, concept level
extraction, a subtask of IE, applies IR models along
with AI-based inference rules to extract related
concepts from text. The ability to develop IE
dynamically, in part, replies on advancements in IR
modeling. The popularity of AI engines, such as IBM
Watson that utilizes IE and inferencing, has casted a
spotlight on both IE and IR fields. In IS, IE and IR
attract strong interests from researchers not only to
develop IR and IE models and engines [47, 48], but
also to extract and store knowledge from NL for
other prototypical tasks [49, 50, 51]. The literature
also shows broad real world applications for IE and
IR, such as a tool for mining Wikipedia [52],
automatic case acquisition from texts [53], creating
virtual human dialogue [4], computer assisted writing
systems [29], etc.
Research in semantic annotation has received
much attention as the growth of textual web calls for
the semantic web, where formal structure and
semantics are added to the web content for more
efficient information management and access. In a
nutshell, semantic annotation is the task of linking
class and instance information about entities in the
text to their semantic descriptions [24]. Semantic
annotation requires a basic ontology (or taxonomy) to
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define entity classes, entity identifiers to distinguish
entities and link their semantic descriptions, and a
knowledge base to store these entity descriptions.
The popularity of semantic annotation in NLP
research may reflect upon the highest frequency of
“ontology” as a keyword (Table 1). Most research
related to semantic annotation adopts ontology to
represent semantic knowledge in NL [49, 54].
Semantic annotation can also be employed to achieve
interoperability and eliminate heterogeneity in texts
[55]. Our analysis highlights the synergy between
NLP research and web semantics. In fact,
fundamental tasks of building semantic web include
both semantic annotation (formally annotate and
hyperlink entities in textual web documents) and IR
(index and retrieve documents with respect to
annotation) [24]. This also reflects upon our proposed
roadmap, where broader applications of NLP
research to solve real world problems involve two or
more prototypical tasks.
In our coding, we found that majority of articles
included more than one prototypical tasks. To
investigate if the presence of one task would imply
the presence of other tasks in the same article, we
employed Association Rules (AR) mining for data
analysis. AR mining is a popular pattern discovery
method in knowledge discovery and data mining
(KDDM). It was first introduced by Agrawal et al.
[56] to mine large transactional databases. The
objective of AR mining is to find items that imply the
presence of other items (prototypical tasks in our
case) in the same transaction (i.e. each article can be
viewed as a transaction). It can be expressed as
A=>B (e.g., bread => Peanut Butter & Jelly), where
A and B are sets of items in a given transaction ti, and
A=>B meets both the minimal support and minimal
confidence constraints. Support specifies the
probability that a transaction ti contains both items, A
and B. Confidence specifies the conditional support,
given that the transaction already contains A. It
should be noted that an AR does not always imply
causation. Both support and confidence constraints
are probability-based measures. In our data analysis,
we first set the minimal confidence level as 25%,
resulting in 5 AR rules. In addition, we want to find
associated prototypical tasks that are departing from
independence and positively correlated, for which we
use lift, a measure of departure from independence
[57]. A lift value greater than 1 implies that A and B
appear more frequently together than expected under
independence, and vice versa. Thus, only four rules
are considered in our analysis (Figure 4), for which
we next provide detailed discussions by reflecting
back on our literature corpus.

Figure 4: AR mining result
WSD involves the association of a given word in
a text or discourse with a definition (sense), which is
distinguishable from other meanings potentially
attributable to that word [34]. Most WSD studies we
reviewed focused on the co-occurrences of words to
measure context similarity. Corpus such as WordNet,
serves as a useful frame of reference when
implementing WSD. The strong association between
the WSD and corpus analysis in our AR analysis
indicates that developing algorithms and methods to
minimize corpus WSD (i.e., precise concept
identification) continues to be a popular NLP
research area. Our review of literature identified both
supervised [58, 59] and un-supervised [60]
approaches that have been proposed for WSD.
Our AR analysis also indicates the co-occurrence
of corpus analysis and semantic annotation. As stated
by Ng and Zelle [61], a corpus is a resource and a
technique that greatly benefits NLP tasks related to
text mining and semantic annotation. Upon closer
investigation of literature, we identify many research
that utilized corpus for automatic discovery of
concepts and relations among them using semantic
annotation. Freitas et al. [62] employed semantic
annotation with Wikipedia to investigate a natural
language query mechanism for Linked Data. Comeau
[63] used the National Center for Biotechnology
Information disease corpus to annotate BioCreative
collection.
In the recent years, ontology based inference and
reasoning have also received much attention.
Semantic web technologies, specifically ontologies,
semantic annotation, and reasoning engines provide
an excellent foundation for NL inference [64, 65, 66].
Our AR analysis confirms this notion, and suggests a
strong association between NL inference and
semantic annotation in published NLP research.
Ontologies are considered the backbone of the
semantic
web,
and
provide
vocabulary
standardization to facilitate knowledge acquisition
and processing [66]. The concepts and relationships
represented as ontologies may be parsed via NLP
techniques. For example, Ruiz-Martinez et al. Maria
Ruiz-Martinez et al. [66] used NLP processing
techniques to obtain relevant concepts and relations
from biomedical text to be included in an ontology.
With the advancement in semantic web techniques,
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using semantic annotation for NL inference is prime
for further research.
Our AR mining analysis also indicates the cooccurrence of IE and IR with the text generation. As
discussed in section 2, text generation is one of the
two branches of activities in NLP. One of the
important subtasks in text generation is determining
what kind of information should be extracted or
retrieved, and then communicating in the text [8],
which involves content determination and discourse
structuring, both are close related to IE and IR tasks.
For example, Liu et al. [29] designed and
implemented a computer assisted writing system,
where IE and IR techniques were used to retrieve
keywords from the document corpus, and then used
as input for the text generation. Similarly, Liu et al.
[67] designed an intelligent computer assisted blog
writing system utilizing IR techniques to obtain
example texts from the Web as the input for blog text
generation.

6. Conclusion
In recent years, NLP technologies have gained
increasing level of sophistication. Our review of IS
literature indicates that NLP research is gaining
maturity and credence among IS researchers, as
evidenced by the increasing number of publications,
as well as the breath of algorithms, tasks, and
application areas covered. As an applied discipline,
IS research brings its strength in building artifacts to
the NLP research landscape. On the other hand, IS
research also involves the investigation of social
aspects of technology (as we noted before, research
on the impact of NLP on human agency is still quite
sparse). With maturity of NLP research on the
technology side, there is an increasing need for more
behavioral research (either quantitative or qualitative)
to develop and justify theories that explain or predict
the interplay between NLP artifacts and their social
environment. Our review of literature also highlights
the need for more research in speech recognition,
which has the least number of publications. The
advancement in speech recognition models,
especially deep learning algorithms, has resulted in
wide popularity of speech recognition applications.
This represents prime opportunities for IS researchers
to design and develop more artifacts to utilize related
technologies.
Our search procedure of the NLP literature
yielded multiple articles that did not contain term
“natural language processing” in their title, abstract,
and/or keywords although the articles were actual
research on NLP [68, 69]. NLP is a clearly defined
AI technique and authors of articles that conduct

research in this area may want to include “Natural
Language Processing” or related terms in their title
and/or keywords. Similarly, we observed studies that
were listed as NLP, but does not address a related
research [70]. As the field of NLP becomes more
significant in IS, it is imperative that the terms we use
to identify our articles are appropriate and accurate.
This will ensure that studies are easily identifiable
and accessible to academic and practitioner
communities.
Another noteworthy evidence from our initial
assessment is that existing framework reviewing IS
literature (e.g., Palvia et al. [20]) do not have explicit
considerations for classifying design science
research. Future research will investigate how to
integrate design research classification schema into
the broader framework for reviewing IS literature.
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